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Abstract. Many neuroactive substances, including endogenous biomolecules, envi-
ronmental compounds, and pharmaceuticals possess primary amine functional
groups. Among these are catecholamine neurotransmitters (e.g., dopamine), many
substituted phenethylamines (e.g., amphetamine), as well as amino acids and neu-
ropeptides. In most cases, mass spectrometric (ESI and MALDI) analyses of trace
amounts of such compounds are challenging because of their poor ionization prop-
erties. We present amethod for chemical derivatization of primary amines by reaction
with pyrylium salts that facilitates their detection by MALDI-MS and enables the
imaging of primary amines in brain tissue sections. A screen of pyrylium salts
revealed that the 2,4-diphenyl-pyranylium ion efficiently derivatizes primary amines

and can be used as a reactive MALDI-MS matrix that induces both derivatization and desorption. MALDI-MS
imagingwith suchmatrix was used tomap the localization of dopamine and amphetamine in brain tissue sections
and to quantitatively map the distribution of the neurotoxin β-N-methylamino-L-alanine.
Keywords: MALDI matrix, Mass spectrometry imaging, Neurotransmitter, Catecholamine, Phenethylamine,
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Introduction

Small organic molecules play vital roles in biological sys-
tems, so analytical methods that enable the quantitative and

qualitative mapping of such molecules within tissues, organs,
and cells are important in several fields of life science research.
Many neuroactive small molecules, such as endogenous cate-
cholamine neurotransmitters, exogenous neurotoxins, and
pharmaceuticals contain primary amine functional groups.

Matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) is an
ionization technique that is used to facilitate analysis by mass
spectrometry (MS) in a wide range of research areas [1–4].
MALDI has several advantages over other ionization methods,

including softness, high sensitivity, and compatibility with
solid samples and diverse mass analyzers. It is, therefore,
extremely useful in MS-based studies of biomolecules.

MS imaging (MSI) using MALDI enables label-free map-
ping of the distributions of molecular species in tissue sections
[5]. This technique supports the acquisition of multiplex data
without requiring significant a priori information on the chemical
species present within the tissue section, and has quickly been
established as a powerful in situ visualization tool for imaging,
identifying, and quantitating chemical species ranging from
alkali metal ions [6] to medium sized polypeptides [7].

Despite its great potential, there are some notable limitations
on the applicability of MALDI-MS and MALDI-MSI in the
analysis of certain small molecules. First, the matrix com-
pounds that are commonly used in MALDI to facilitate analyte
desorption/ionization generate fragment and cluster ions that
mask signals of interest in the low molecular weight region
(100–600 Da), where most small molecule neurotransmitters
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and pharmaceuticals are detected. Second, the analysis of less
abundant and/or difficult-to-ionize compounds is challenging
because of the presence of lipids and other ionization/
desorption suppressants, which can dramatically reduce the
method’s sensitivity toward less abundant compounds.

The simplest way to address the first problem is to use an
alternative MALDI matrix [8–10], which will generate a different
set of matrix cluster ions that will hopefully not mask the signal of
interest. However, different MALDI matrices have different
ionization/desorption characteristics and may not enable adequate
ionization of the target analyte. More complex techniques and
tools have, therefore, been developed, which include nanostruc-
ture initiator mass spectrometry (NIMS) [11, 12], ionic matrices
[13, 14], desorption ionization from porous silicon (DIOS) [15,
16], and surface-assisted laser desorption ionization [17–19]. De-
spite some successes, these methods have never been as widely
used as conventional MALDI because of technical and practical
limitations, some of which are particularly problematic in imaging
applications.

The overall sensitivity of MALDI-MSI can be enhanced to
some extent by optimizing the type of matrix used, the matrix
solvent composition [20], the method of matrix application
[21], and the tissue clean up protocol [22], or by chemical
derivatization [23–27].

Selective derivatization that adds or stabilizes a charge on the
target molecule can enhance the ionization/desorption yield and,
hence, the sensitivity ofMALDI-MSI analysis. The derivatization
reaction should preferably proceed under very mild conditions
and rapidly at ambient temperature to preserve the localization of
endogenous compounds. Ideally, a derivatizing agent would react

rapidly and selectively with the target compound while also
functioning as an efficient desorption-promoting matrix.

Pyrylium salts react readily and specifically with primary
amines to form pyridinium cations. This property has been
exploited to increase the sensitivity ofmass spectrometric analyses
towards various proteins and small molecules [26, 28, 29].

In this work, we assessed the utility of three different
pyrylium salts as derivatizating agents for enhancing the MS
sensitivity of primary amine-containing small molecules. Their
efficiency was investigated by mapping the distribution of the
catecholamine neurotransmitter dopamine (DA) in brain tissue
sections, and the best candidate was then used to perform
imaging of a substituted phenethylamine (amphetamine) and
quantitative MALDI-MSI of the environmental neurotoxin β-
N-methylamino-L-alanine (L-BMAA) in brain tissue sections.

Methods
Tetrafluoroborate salts of 2,4-diphenyl-pyranylium (DPP), 1,4-
phenylene-4,4'-bis (2,6-diphenyl-4-pyrylium) (PBDPP), 2,4,6-
trimethylpyrylium (TMP), triethylamine (TEA), and all other
chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Stockholm,
Sweden) unless otherwise stated and were used without further
purification. Water, methanol, and trifluoroacetic acid (TFA)
were obtained from Merck (Hohenbrunn, Germany).

Adult Sprague–Dawley rats (190–290 g; BK, Sollentuna,
Sweden) were unilaterally lesioned by 6-hydroxydopamine (6-
OHDA) as previously described [30]. The animals were killed by
decapitation 4 wk after the surgery.
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Figure 1. Reaction of dopamine with pyrylium salts (a). MALDI-MSI images of DA in coronal tissue sections of control (b, d, f) and
unilaterally 6-OHDA lesioned (c, e, g) rat brains after derivatization with DPP (b, c), PBDPP (d, e) or TMP (f, g). Signal intensity is
indicated using a rainbow scale. Scale bar: 2 mm; spatial resolution: 120 μm
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C57BL/6Jmale mice (3mo old, Charles River Lab., Erkrath,
Germany) were injected with saline or amphetamine (1 or
5 mg/kg, i.p.) and killed by decapitation 30 min post dose.

Three male Wistar rat pups (Taconic, Ejby, Denmark) were
given a sc injection of L-BMAA hydrochloride, 460 mg/kg or
150 mg/kg on postnatal day (PND) 9, and sacrificed by decap-
itation 8 h post dose [31]. All animal experiments were ap-
proved by the local ethical committee (Stockholm and Uppsa-
la) and conducted in accordance with Swedish (Animal Wel-
fare Act SFS1998: 56) and European Union (Convention
ETS123 and Directive 86/609/EEC) regulations on animal
experimentation. All brains were immediately removed, snap
frozen, and stored at –80°C until further analysis. The frozen
brain tissues were cut using a cryostat-microtome (Leica
CM3050S; Leica Microsystems, Welzlar, Germany) at a thick-
ness of 14 μm, thaw-mounted onto conductive indium tin oxide
(ITO) glass slides (Bruker Daltonics), and stored at −80°C.
Sections were dried gently under a flow of nitrogen and desic-
cated at room temperature for 15 min, after which they were
imaged optically using a photo scanner (Epson perfection
V500). The samples were then coated with derivatization re-
agents. To enable quantitation, calibration standards of L-

BMAA (dissolved in 50% ethanol) were spotted onto a control
tissue section prior to derivatization and matrix application.

Stock solutions of DPP (8 mg in 1.2 ml MeOH) and TMP
(7 mg in 3 ml MeOH) were prepared and diluted in 6 mL and
4 mL of 70% methanol containing 3.5 μL of TEA, respectively.
The PBDPP solution was prepared by directly dissolving 1 mg of
the salt in 5 mL of 80% methanol containing 3.5 μL TEA. An
automated pneumatic sprayer (TM-Sprayer; HTX Technologies,
Carrboro, NC) was used to spray warm reagent over the tissue
sections. The nozzle temperaturewas set at 80°C forDPP andTMP
and 70°C for PBDPP, and the reagent was sprayed (80 passes for
PBDPP and 30 passes forDPP andTMP) over the tissue sections at
a linear velocity of 110 cm/min with a flow rate of about 80 μL/
min. Samples were then incubated for 15 min (dried by nitrogen
flow every 5 min) in a chamber saturated with vapor from a 50%
methanol solution. For TMP-derivatized samples as well as DPP-
derivatized L-BMAA, CHCA (5 mg/mL dissolved in 50% ACN
containing 0.2% TFA) was applied post derivatization using the
automatic sprayer with the following parameters: 6 passes, nozzle
temperature 90°C, linear velocity 110 cm/min, flow rate 70 μL/
min. All MALDI-MSI experiments were performed using a
MALDI-TOF/TOF (Ultraflextreme, Bruker Daltonics, Bremen,

Figure 2. MALDI-MSI of amphetamine (m/z 350.2) in sagittal mouse brain tissue sections after derivatization with DPP. Sections
were cut from lateral (a, c, e, g) andmedial (b, d, f, h) levels of the brain. Images show the distribution of the peak atm/z 350.2 in tissue
sections from control animals (a, b) and animals dosed with amphetamine at 1 mg/kg (c, d) or 5 mg/kg (e, f). Scanned images of the
sections (g, h) are also shown, with selected anatomical structures indicated: CPu –Striatum (Caudate-Putamen), Cx –Cortex, HIPP
– Hippocampus, Th – Thalamus. Signal intensities are indicated using a rainbow scale. Scale bar: 2 mm; Spatial resolution: 150 μm
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Germany) mass spectrometer with a Smartbeam II 2 kHz laser in
positive ion mode. The laser power was optimized at the start of
each run and then held constant during the MALDI-MSI experi-
ment. An in-house-developed software package was used for data
processing, TIC normalization, visualization, and quantitation. The
concentration of L-BMAA in defined regions of interest was
calculated by comparing the observed signal intensities to a cali-
bration curve derived from the signals for calibration spots on
control tissue sections, assuming a brain tissue density of 1.0 g/cm3.

Results and Discussion
All three of the studied pyrylium salts (DPP, PBDPP, and TMP;
Fig. 1a) efficiently derivatized model primary amines in solution.
Each reagent contains at least one pyrylium ring but they have
different numbers of delocalized electrons and thus different UV-
Vis absorption patterns (data not shown) and colors (DPP and
PBDPP are yellow; TMP is colorless). Both DPP and PBDPP
have relatively high absorptivity at about 355 nm (the wavelength
of the laser used in this study) but the absorptivity of TMP in this
region is very low. This may be why desorption after TMP
derviatization requires the use of CHCA as an assistive matrix
whereas acceptable desorption yields are usually achieved when
using DPP and PBDPP even without such assistance.

The derivatization reaction that converts primary amines to the
corresponding pyrydinium salts occurs at room temperature with
no need for heat or extensive incubation, which helps to preserve
the localization of molecular species in the sample. To evaluate

the efficiency of the pyrylium salts, MALDI-MSI targeting en-
dogenous DA was performed on coronal tissue sections from
control and 6-OHDA lesioned animals. This model system was
chosen because it is well known that DA is localized in the striatal
region of the brain and that 6-OHDA lesioning significantly
reduces its concentration in the lesioned side of the brain [26,
32]. Moreover, DA in brain tissue sections is not detectable by
MALDI-MSIwithout chemical modificationwhen using conven-
tional matrices. Both DPP and PBDPP enabled detection of
derivatized DA at m/z 368.1 (Fig. 1b, c) and m/z 692.4
(Fig. 1d, e), respectively, without requiring the use of any addi-
tional matrix components. As expected, the highest DA concen-
trations were observed in the striatal regions of the control hemi-
sphere of the brain tissue section (Fig. 1b, d), and the signal was
much less intense in the 6-OHDA lesioned side of the brain
(Fig. 1c, e). DPP was considered superior to PBDPP because its
solubility allowed it to be used at higher concentrations without
causing precipitation or clogging in the sprayer. PBDPP has two
pyrylium rings and can potentially react with two primary amines.
However, PBDPP-derivatized DA has two positive charges (one
of which is counterbalanced by a hydroxide ion), complicating
the analysis of its MS data. MS-mode MALDI-MSI analysis
using TMP derivatization (in the presence of CHCA) did not
enable DA visualization because there was an intense interfering
signal atm/z 258.1 that overlapped with the expectedm/z peak for
the derivatized amine (data not shown). However, MALDI-MSI
analyses inMS/MSmode revealed that the localization patterns of
a fragment ion derived from TMP-derivatized DA (m/z 137) in

Figure 3. (a) Quantitation of L-BMAA following derivatization with DPP. Different amounts of L-BMMA were spotted onto control
tissue sections prior to derivatization (A1).The levels of L-BMAA were measured in sagittal sections cut from two different levels of
the brains of untreated control animals (A2, A5) and animals dosed with 150 mg/kg (A3, A6) or 460 mg/kg (A4, A7) of L-BMMA. (b)
Calibration curve obtained using msIQuant (R2=0.998). (c) Concentrations of L-BMAA in whole tissue sections and in specific
regions of tissue sections A2–A7 from dosed animals. L-BMAA concentrations (in pmol/mg) are indicated using a rainbow scale.
Scale bar: 5 mm; spatial resolution: 120 μm. Cx – Cortex, CPu – Striatum (Caudate-Putamen), Cb – Cerebellum
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control and 6-OHDA lesioned brain tissue sections (Fig. 1f, g)
were similar to those observed in MS mode after DPP- and
PBDPP-derivatization.

It is worth noting that DPP forms very small homogeneous
crystals, which is crucial when performing high spatial resolu-
tion MALDI-MSI. DPP thus enabled high resolution (20 μm)
MALDI-MSI of DA in the striatal regions of rat brain tissue
sections (data not shown).

To further demonstrate the potential of DPP as a reactive
matrix, it was used for on-tissue derivatization and to map the
distribution of amphetamine in mouse brain tissue sections
from control and dosed animals (Fig. 2). Sagittal sections from
two levels of the brain (lateral and medial sections from the
midsagittal cut) were analyzed; derivatized amphetamine was
detected in most of the brain’s structures but mainly in the
striatum, hippocampus, and cortex. The overall amphetamine
signal intensity in the brains of animals treated with a high dose
(5 mg/kg) was about 7.5 times higher than that observed in
sections from animals treated with a lower dose (1 mg/kg).

L-BMAA is an important environmental neurotoxin, the poor
ionizability of which prevents its molecular imaging using con-
ventional MALDI-MS. Derivatization with DPP quantitatively
converted L-BMAA into its diphenyl pyridinium salt, facilitating
its desorption, ionization, and quantitative molecular imaging in
brain tissue sections. Treatment of the tissue sections with CHCA
after derivatization reduced the fragmentation of the derivatized
L-BMAA, increasing the sensitivity of the MSI analysis. Quanti-
tative imaging of sagittal tissue sections and selected structures
was performed by relating the signals for L-BMAA in dosed
animals to those for a calibration curve with adequate linearity
(R2=0.998) constructed by spotting known concentrations of
exogenous L-BMAA on a control tissue section. L-BMAA was
imaged in tissue sections cut from two levels of the brain and
quantified in the whole brain as well as selected structures such as
the striatum, cortex and cerebellum (Fig. 3).

In conclusion, three pyrylium salts were found to react
efficiently with various bioactive primary amines, enabling
sensitive MALDI-MSI and on-tissue quantitation. DPP was
shown to be technically and practically advantageous over
two alternative reagents (TMS and PBDPP), but either of these
agents could be used in cases where DPP is unsuitable, for
example because the signal of the DPP-derivatized target
amine is obscured by some other endogenous signal.
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